
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a cloud sales specialist. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for cloud sales specialist

Work effectively as both a specialist (subject matter expert) in support of a
Regional Director to help build a healthy Cloud Management ‘franchise’
Lead a team of specialists in the regional sales organization
Motivate, coach, and mentor sales team to both grow existing accounts and
capture new business throughout the region by developing effective sales
strategies to ensure 100% achievement
Design strategic sales plans using competitive analysis, customer
segmentation plans, and thoughtful product positioning
Play a hands-on role in the Field Sales team by maintaining a personal
presence and being highly visible through direct customer engagements in
the field
Participate in closing deals at key accounts and influencing business initiatives
for future success within the region
Identify & prospect in new markets to attract new business while maintaining
& expanding services to existing clients
Be accountable, exceed sales goals & financial target objectives
Work with the broader Sales team to build effective account plans &
strategies to drive incremental revenue leading a growth plan across multiple
client segments
Report on opportunity identification & updates leveraging SFDC & other
reporting tools
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Available to travel internationally as required by the business – the sales
territory covers 4 countries
Ability to create content and tell customer stories across various mediums
(speaking, writing)
Strong leadership skills with passion for projects
3+ years experience using scripting languages (Ruby, Python, etc),
configuration management tools and command execution frameworks
3+ years experience with Full Stack engineering in an OpenStack
environment
3+ years experience with Cloud Foundry and Docker Containers solutions


